ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Existing storage systems are limited for cloud computing when storing large amounts of data in a reliable manner and providing a fast I/O speed. A DFS (distributed file system) has been introduced to solve these problems with a low cost. However, DFS replicates the data three times to guarantee reliability, which incurs high storage overheads [1] .
RAID based DFSs have been proposed in [5] , [6] to address the storage overheads problem but it may cause performance degradation due to the lack of load balancing when multiple clients access data at the same time, as well as the costs of running RAID.
In DFS, a high processing capacity is more important than data access speed improvement because it was designed for * Corresponding author, Email: sisong@chungju.ac.kr Manuscript received Mar. 06, 2014; revised Mar. 14, 2014; accepted Mar. 21, 2014 batch processing. Therefore, most DFSs do not support in-place updates. Instead of in-place updates, the original data is not updated and a new chunk is recorded in another server while the existing chunk is deleted for processing. This method can degrade the I/O performance significantly in an environment where in-place updates occur frequently.
This can cause further problems in DFS if RAID is applied. A DFS with RAID incurs operational overheads because it requires additional RAIDing when the data is recorded and again when an in-place update occurs. This can be a serious problem in applications where in-place updates occur frequently.
In this paper, a differential logging (D-Log) based in-place update technique is proposed for DFS RAID. The proposed method generates a small D-Log updated part of a chunk when an in-place update occurs in a DFS where RAID is applied and it updates the parity using D-Log. The proposed in-place update technique can reduce the I/O cost and the XOR operation cost, as well as preventing data loss due to system failure. In this pa is proposed u method is an Algorithm 1 in after D-Log is method combi local disk, the and timestamp
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